Testimonials
Browse some of the letters and E-mails Lasting Looks Permanent Makeup has received from satisfied
customers. Our clients aren't just from Denver. They come from as far as Alaska, New York, Florida, Maui
and so many places in between. We want you, our potential customer, to read some of the favorable
comments our customers have said about us in order to help you choose us as your preferred
micropigmentation specialist!

By Beth H
10/03/2014
Marie is SUCH a professional. Everything is incredibly clean and sterile. She did such a great job of
calming me down (I’m a nervy little coward) and making the whole procedure humane for me. She is very
experienced and very good at what she does. I’m so glad I found her. Thanks SO much.

By Amarth
08/08/2014
I am so glad I bot both eyeliner and eyebrows done! Maria did such an amazing job. I highly recommend
her to anyone looking to do one or both procedures. She does a great job explaining the process and
helping you relax during the process.

By Happy, happy client!
07/09/2014
Imagine my new found joy at waking up with visible, perfectly arched eyebrows. Couple that with newly
tinted eyelashes, and some fabulous skin care products, and I now my skin is radiant and my eyes are
sparkling even before I get out of bed! Maria has a magical blend of creative design and razor sharp
precision. She earned my trust quickly, and I couldn’t be happier with what she has done to boost my
confidence! MJV

By Jaclyn B.
04/23/2014
I suffered from Trichotillomania and I lost my eyebrows completely over a span of about 7 years. I also
had considerable scarring that has since turned white. Maria worked with me to get my eyebrows tattooed
on. Last year (the first time I went to Lasting Looks for the procedure) my eyebrows disappeared when I
had to wash them off, and I was devastated. Of course, this wasn’t Marias fault because my scars were
still fairly fresh and my skin did not want to accept the ink yet. I went back 6 weeks later and got them retattooed again. They stayed on just enough, but I still had to draw them on. However, I was still thankful
to have a `astecila to follow instead of just relying on my hands. That was actually a huge relief. This year,
I went to see Maria again to get my fully healed eyebrows tattooed again and they were superb! I was
ecstatic that they did not wash off! Maria was amazing trying to keep my insane bleeding under control
too. She has the patience of saint and incredible determination to see me through the procedures. I went
again for the touch-up for a little more of an arch on each eyebrows again, they were perfect! My left
eyebrow bled a bit too much and I am planning to get a tiny touch-up again. Maria had suggested that I
start taking Vitamin K to decrease the amount of bleeding I seem to have with tattoos. So, if you are a
bleeder like me, take this vitamin before you go in to see her! I also broke my habit of plucking out all of
my eyebrows. I don’t know how, but I did! I really don’t know what I would do without Maria. She has
changed my life for the better. I have undergone such a HUGE transformation from getting my eyebrows
back. I am a completely new person. Thank God for Maria

By Diane O
04/14/2014

I went to Maria to correct eyeliner that was done last fall by someone else and could not be more pleased
with Maria’s professionalism, knowledge and eye for detail! My eyeliner looks great now! If you are
considering having any permanent makeup procedure done, do not hesitate to contact Maria! I highly
recommend her!

By Donna S.
01/17/2014
For some reason my skin did not allow the eyebrows to stay. They faded after a few weeks. Maria
insisted she redo them at no charge. This happened 3X and now I have awesome brows and they have
stayed. It could have been something in my skin or whatever. She is dedicated and excellent at what she
does. I recommend her highly.

Knowledgeable and Professional by Satisfied Client
12/18/2013
“My first attempt at permanent eyeliner was through a Living Social deal. The results were completely
unacceptable. The application was inconsistent and the bruising was excessive. As I began the process
anew in researching micropigmentation specialists, I was impressed immediately by the thoroughness of
Maria's website. The photographs and explanations provided a vivid snapshot of what to expect during
and after the procedure. Maria did an outstanding job in correcting my eyeliner. She was courteous,
professional, and managed my expectations beautifully. I would highly recommend her to anyone
considering this procedure.”

Perfect Brows and Lovely Eyes! by Joan Harris
12/13/2013
“After my cancer treatment, my head hair grew back but not my brows. Maria at Lasting Looks gave me
my brows back and lovely eyeliner too! She is professional, kind, and has a great eye for what will look
good. The colors she chose for both brows and eyes are perfect, and the shape of my brows is so natural
looking. I am so happy with the results. Thank you Maria.”

Looks Like My Eye Makeup is Already On! by Chris
11/30/2013
“For 30 years I thought about doing permanent eyeliner and I'm so glad I finally did! Maria is a true
professional and a perfectionist— the right combination when you want this done. I expected to have
super swollen eyes for days but not so! I expected severe pain, however, it was more like a weird
vibrating sensation while she applied the pigmentation. Just follow her directions and apply the ointment
afterwards and you will be so glad you did this.”

Amazing by Pam
10/24/2013
“I have considered permanent eyeliner for years— but was nervous. After much research, I had it done by
Maria. It is the best thing I have ever done! I love getting up in the morning and having eyes! Maria is
professional, helpful, understanding, and overall great. As a matter of fact, I am so happy with the
eyeliner I am going back (just three weeks later) for eyebrows! I highly recommend Lasting Looks!”

Very Happy! by Very Happy
10/08/2013
“There are no words to express how much I love my eyebrows. I should have done it years ago. It was a
very professional and beautiful experience. Thank you so much.”

So Happy! by Kristine
06/07/2013
“I was scared to make the commitment to permanent brows so after months of research I decided to go to
Maria. I couldn't be happier! She is the best! Friendly, professional, and pays attention to detail. I love
them, and everyone says they look fantastic! The fairy godmother of eyebrows strikes again!”

Love, Love, Love! by Pam, New Mexico
05/29/2013
“I am from NM and came to see Maria specifically for permanent eyeliner. I was impressed with Maria's
knowledge, professionalism and skill. Her treatment area is immaculatly clean and comfortable (loved the
soft music) which puts the client at ease. I couldn't be happier with the results and am coming back to
have my brows done. If you are considering permanent make-up, look no further than Lasting Looks. You
will not be disappointed.”

Believe all the reviews! They are true! by Sheila, Denver
04/29/2013
I can't begin to say how happy I am with my new eyebrows. Maria is terrific. She does a wonderful job
and really cares about her clients. She listens to your concerns and really wants her clients to be pleased.
If you're considering anyone else for any sort of permanent makeup, stop right here and go to Lasting
Looks. Maria is the consummate artist and appreciates all your feedback as well. I couldn't be happier
with the results.

Perfection! Just What I Asked For by Jen K.
01/28/2013
“I went to Maria and had both eyeliner and brow micropigmentation completed. She is meticulous and a
perfectionist, just what you would want when having these types of services. I'm very happy with the
results. The environment is very sterile and soothing, I felt very comfortable during the procedure. I will be
going back to have my lips done as well. She is the best!”

Yay for My Face! by DJ
11/26/2013
“My experience was a good one. Marie was efficient and explained the process every step of the way. I
appreciate her professionalism. She was gentle and has a good eye for this. I was scared of walking out
looking like the Bride of Frankenstein but it was quite the contrary. While it was dramatic, it was also
lovely. It's been a week and they have faded a good amount and now look very nice. I like waking up
every morning and feeling like my face is already "done." I'm actually not a fan of wearing a lot of
makeup. The brows have given me a lot of extra confidence. And there's never anything wrong with that.
Go see her.”

Simply the Best! by Kelly M
03/18/2013
“Maria, owner of Lasting Looks, is simply the best. Not only is she the ultimate professional but the
facilities of Lasting Looks are incredibly clean and comfortable. The wonderful results of Maria preforming
her magic in artfully applying permanent eyeliner on both my upper and lower lids stands in stark contrast
to my first experience with 'permanent tattoos' 11 years ago in Alaska. There is really no comparison! The
differences are apparent in every area... from Maria taking the time to fully explain the procedure and
touring the facilities before hand, to the proper use of the anesthetic (and the effectiveness!), and of
course the perfect results! I will be taking advantage of the wonderful procedures Maria offers for years to

come. If you are considering something for yourself or as a gift you absolutely must visit Lasting Looks!
Kelly M.”

I'm so happy I found Maria!!! by Selene Lozano
12/19/2012
“Maria did an awesome job reshaping and finding the perfect color for my brows, I'm so pleased with the
outcome!! I got my brows done about six years ago, three touch ups and got the ugly red/orange tone
after a few months thought I went with a professional but what a disappointment. Maria has a great clean
place to work, always courteous and listens to what you want, also gives you advise on what it might look
nice for your face shape and natural look; she has over 25 years of experience don't hesitate to get your
brows or eyeliner done, she is a true professional!! I highly recommend her to anybody reading this
review.”

I am More Than Happy! by Barb
11/26/2012
“Thank you so much Maria. My brows are just a little darker than what I would like but I know they will
lighten up over the next four weeks just as you told me. I have to laugh because my brows look just like
they did when I was 20 years old before I started tweezing and shaving them and ended up with such
skimpy looking brows that I had to pencil in every day. What a mess and they would wear away as the
day went on and I would look horrible again. Now I will never have to think about them again. I have been
receiving so many compliments and they are not even healed yet! Thank you again for everything and all
your good advice.”

Highly Recommended! by Denise L.
10/09/2012
“I did my research to find the best person to get permanent eyeliner done and found out that Maria of
Lasting Looks is the best! She is knowledgeable and experienced in this field. When you want you
eyeliner tattooed, you want to make sure that person know exactly what they are doing. My permanent
eyeliner turned out beautiful! My only regret is not doing this a long time ago!”

Thanks Again Maria! by Nancy B.
09/28/2012
“The brows are so good I went back for eyeliner. I can rub my eyes, swim, roll out of bed, and my face is
perfect. No makeup goop in the corners of my eyes anymore. No makeup removal routine. Without
having to apply makeup, I get more sleep these days!”

Best Decision Ever! by Debbie
09/01/2012
“OMG! I don't know how to describe how much I love my brows and eyeliner. Going to Maria was the best
thing I have ever done for myself. People are amazed at the difference in my eyes. One co-worker
thought I had a facelift. If you are thinking of having permanent make-up, Maria at Lasting Looks is your
place. You will be happy you did.”

Go to Maria! by Patty
08/28/2012
“I would like to highly recommend Maria's Lasting Looks for anyone seeking permanent makeup. Before
choosing Maria of Lasting Looks to do my permanent eyeliner, I did a lot of online research. She is a rare
find— a consummate professional with incredible attention to detail. That is what you want in someone
who will be changing the look of your face, right?! She didn't rush the procedure, she helped keep me

comfortable, and told me what she was doing every step of the way. Her office is beautiful and clean, she
has been a certified Micropigmentation Specialist since 1993 and is OSHA certified (That's what you
want!). When I went back for my (free) touch-up, it was so wonderful because there was nothing to touch
up— she had done a perfect job— but to thank me for coming back she gave me a free eyelash tint and
that was awesome! I love my eyeliner and will do it again when it is time! Thank you Maria!”

Correcting Someone's Mistakes by Dana
07/26/2012
“Maria is just awesome! I had my eyebrows done a couple of years ago at a plastic surgeon's office. I
thought since this doctor had a reputable name that this would be the place to go. What a mistake! I
found out later that she wasn't affiliated with that doctor and he wasn't responsible for her work. Needless
to say, I was extremely disappointed. Then I found Maria! She did a fabulous job of correcting and
shaping my brows. I actually have an arch now (which I have always wanted) and they are nothing short
of perfect! Beware! You definitely get what you pay for, as I found out. You just can't go wrong with
Maria...she's the best at what she does!”

Maria Is the Answer by Jean Hein
07/11/2012
“Maria is the answer. There is no one in Colorado who has more education and experience in permanent
makeup than Maria. She has every detail covered and she is a perfectionist. I am so happy that I found
her. So far I have had upper and lower eyeliner and am considering having my eyebrows done. I highly
recommend her for any cosmetic procedure you need.”

Maria, You're an Absolute Angel! by Nancy B.
06/27/2012
“This isn't like a haircut or a manicure. You're paying someone to enhance your appearance by adding
permanent color to your face. You don't just want someone with training and equipment. Skill, talent,
artistic ability, and an eye for color are key factors. Whether it's your first time or you're looking for a
professional to correct what someone else has done, do your research and you'll end up calling Maria.”

Permanent Eyeliner is a Hit! Love it. by Julie 0712
02/07/2012
“Maria took a very long time discussing color and thickness of my permanent eyeliner and it looks great
even two years later. No infections or problems. Very professional. I would give an A+++.”

Don't Go Anywhere Else! by Holly
08/03/2011
“Maria of Lasting Looks is the only person to go see for permanent makeup. I had gone to a lady in
Boulder to have my eyebrows done and it was a disaster. I'm a fair-skinned natural blonde and I had gray
eyebrows. It looked so bad for many years because I didn't know what to do about my problem. The lady
who originally did them would not fix them nor did she know how to fix them. In fact, she made them gray,
twice. I found Maria and decided to give her a try. I had nothing to lose at this point. Maria did a great job.
It took three attempts to cover all the gray color but Maria would not give up on me. She worked very hard
and gave me a lot of her time to fix someone else's mistake. I'm forever grateful to Maria and will go to
her again and again.”

I Love it! by Holly
07/06/2011

“I previously went to someone else to get my eyelids and brows done— what a disaster! Maria did a
whole lot more than just repair the damage. I love my new look and I am getting a lot of compliments.
Thank you!”

Maria is Great! by Angels
05/28/2011
“I had my eyeliner done previously by Maria and I loved it, so I decided to get my eyebrows done too.
Wow! Am I glad I did. She told me it would top off my face and accentuate my eyes even more, and boy it
did! I am so glad I had it done. I love it. It did not hurt, and as a matter fact, I could have fallen asleep as I
was so relaxed. My eyebrows look perfect. She is very patient and took her time to get them just perfect.
My friends just stare at me and say, 'your eyes look great!' Maria is very professional and friendly and her
office is very clean. She explains what she is doing and then what to do after the procedure. I never had
any problems at all. My eyes look so natural and my eyebrows match great with my hair color. She is very
calm and takes lots of time with you. I wish I had known her many years ago. I love not having to put
eyeliner on and do my eyebrows. Thanks Maria!”

Eyeliner and Brows by dreamsrock
03/24/2011
“Maria is an awesome professional. She is articulate and clean. I am amazed how she takes her time to
get the best results. I love my eyeliner and will do it again when it is time. She went out of her way to
make sure I was completely satisfied. I love that she shares many beauty tips yet does not push the
products. I highly recommend her.”

Eyeliner by carpetwit
02/09/2011
“I think Maria is a very talented makeup artist. Her years of experience are apparent as her
recommendations are spot on. I have never worn much make up, so she made my makeup natural
looking! If you follow her after care instructions to a T, then you will get minimal downtime.”

Permanent Eyeliner by Whitney
10/03/2010
“Over the summer I had permanent eyeliner done by Maria, and could not be any happier! The results are
amazing, so much so that I am going back in a few weeks to get my eyebrows done. I recommend
Lasting Looks LLC by Maria to anyone who is interested in getting permanent makeup. It's simply the
best.”

Teacher from Aurora by Space Mom Natalie
08/28/2010
“I found out about Maria through a local tattoo shop this summer. I contacted her right away and we made
an appointment soon thereafter. At first I thought I just start with the eyebrows then when I saw her
portfolio of work I added eyeliner for the lower lid. I plan on seeing her again for corrective work on a foot
scar. Everyone talks about her professionalism and this is so true! She will spend as much time as
needed and possible to make sure the client is certain and ready to proceed. I highly recommend anyone
who is thinking about permanent makeup. I had eyeliner done previously but it really didn't ever look like
what she did for me. Give her a call. You will be very pleased!”

Maria's the One to Go to for Makeup by Diane
08/22/2010

“I had my upper and lower eyeliner done and couldn't be happier with the results. Maria is a true
professional. I only wish I’d found out about Maria years ago. I will go back for permanent eye brows soon
and know without a doubt that the results will be spectacular. I recommend Maria to all my friends with
confidence.”

Excellent Experience! by Leslie
08/13/2010
“I had upper and lower permanent eyeliner as well as permanent full lip shading done. I had wanted to do
this for a long time, but was nervous about having it done. Maria made me feel very comfortable; she was
listened to what I wanted and she told me what to expect. She did a wonderful job! She is professional,
pleasant, and honest. I will definitely return to her in the future when my color needs refreshing. I highly
recommend Maria Morton for permanent cosmetic procedures.”

K Rawson by K Rawson
08/08/2010
“I was very pleased with the permanent makeup Maria did on my brows, eyeliner, and lips. I have had
permanent makeup done before and Maria is a true professional. She is very careful and takes all the
time that is necessary to explain the procedures, and pick the colors that are right for you. Touchups are
included to be certain the desired results are obtained. I will definitely go back to Maria. I have full
confidence in her abilities. She takes her business very seriously and has had extensive training.”

Stop Looking Elsewhere and Give Maria a Call Today! by C Key
02/15/2010
“I went to Maria for permanent brows and couldn't be happier with my results! She is such a talented artist
and spent so much time getting just the right shape, shade of color, and making sure I was comfortable
while answering all my questions along the way. She definitely knows what she's doing and I'm so
pleased I found her during my online search. And everything was done in her beautiful home office which
felt more like a spa once I stepped inside. Do not hesitate for a moment to give Maria a call if you are the
least bit interested in having permanent makeup done. She's more than willing to go over everything and
is such a perfectionist. You'll be so happy you did!”

Maria Morton by G.C.
01/22/2010
“I have had the pleasure of having Maria at Lasting Looks do a permanent cosmetic procedure on my
eyebrows. I have been nothing but thrilled with the results and I am happy to say that her work has
changed my life! I came into Maria's office with very, very thin eyebrows. This has been something that I
have continued to be insecure about my entire life. My face always looked incomplete. I met her first for a
lengthy consultation in which I told Maria how I wanted my eyebrows to looks as well as the fears I had
around this "permanent" procedure. She took over an hour telling me what to expect and I made the next
appointment. Even after the six weeks after I had my eyebrows done, I went to see Maria and we wound
up making them even thicker and tweaked the color. These were all recommended by her! Other posts of
hers have said that Maria is a perfectionist and I couldn't agree more. I travel a lot for business and I
cannot tell you how many people have commented on how great my eyebrows are.”

Highly Recommended!!! by WS
11/07/2009
“I went to Maria for permanent eyeliner and I'm very happy I did. She is a professional and really listens to
what you want. I love waking up and not have to worry about putting eyeliner on anymore! I took my Mom
to see Maria for her eyeliner and eyebrows, and she looks amazing! Maria is a pleasure to work with;

she's very patient and pays attention to detail. I'd highly recommend her to anyone considering
permanent makeup.”

If You Want a Perfectionist by clmc
08/06/2009
“Maria is a true perfectionist who takes her time. Everything is included in her price which is nice (other
places will nickel and dime you by charging for the aftercare products and touch-up session). I had my
eyebrows done and they are PERFECT. Maria takes her time; there is no "pressure". She re-drew my
brows a million times so I could be absolutely sure. She has an excellent eye and her experience
shows— she is very knowledgeable about colors (I'm a redhead so that was important!) and fading, so
you can make an educated decision about size, shape, and color. She really listens to what you want
(rather than some people who listen to you and then do it their way anyway). She gives great advice as a
professional, but ultimately she does what you want. My sister loves mine so much she wants to fly in
from Florida to get Maria to have her brows done too! And we are both very picky. I can't recommend
Maria enough- after past trauma with less quality, I'm extremely pleased with Lasting Looks.”

Don't Look Anywhere Else by jc
07/06/2009
“Maria takes her profession very seriously as evidenced by the sterile facility she uses. I've had
permanent cosmetics from many "professionals" but Maria far exceeds everyone. Just remember, you get
what you pay for, so it's better to spend a little more and avoid corrections, as I had to do.”

Love it! By hotel lady
06/04/2009
“Had my eyeliner done a few weeks ago by Lasting Looks and enjoyed the entire experience. It takes a
bit of time, but doesn't hurt. The end result is amazing! I would highly recommend for someone
considering permanent makeup! Here's to making the morning routine easier and much shorter!”

See Maria for Permanent Makeup by mh
04/29/2009
“Maria was my third time of trying to get the look of permanent eyeliner I wanted. I guess the third time is
a charm, because this time it actually looks as dark and thick as I requested. Maria does excellent work
and is a professional in all aspects. I would recommend her to anyone.”

I Recommend Her by Satisfied Customer
04/04/2009
“I had my eyebrows, upper, and lower eyeliner done by Maria. I would definitely recommend her to
anyone considering permanent makeup. The first time I heard about permanent makeup I knew I wanted
to have it done. I use to draw my eyebrows in and put eyeliner on every day, it is so nice not to have to
spend the time doing that any more. When looking for someone to do the tattooing I was very concerned
about places knowing what they were doing and not just assuming they could do permanent makeup
because they had done other types of tattooing. Maria is accredited and she knows what she is doing.
Her experience and good taste helped me to feel at ease. I am super picky and detailed; things that no
one else would notice would bother me. Maria is the same way, which is good because she took the time
to make my results fit what I wanted. Not only did Maria do a great job on my eyeliner and eyebrow
tattooing, she also gave me advice on how to improve my look with what I had been doing.”

Highly Recommended! by Kerri11
02/05/2009

“I recently had permanent makeup applied to my eyebrows by Maria at Lasting Looks and have been
absolutely thrilled with the results. I chose Lasting Looks after researching many other clinics because I
felt that Maria's work (see website) was far more natural looking than any other images that I saw. I was
extremely nervous to have the procedure done, but Maria was quick to set my mind at ease. She was
very professional and showed me the sterile equipment she would be using prior to starting the
procedure. She was knowledgeable about proper eyebrow shape, length, and color and spent a great
deal of time drawing (and re-drawing) to make sure I was satisfied with the results. I was pleasantly
surprised that the topical anesthetic worked so well. The procedure was pain-free and I felt very relaxed
throughout the procedure. I would highly recommend Lasting Looks to anyone considering permanent
makeup and I plan to return for permanent eyeliner soon.”

Excellent by Rizzo
07/02/2008
“I love my new eyebrows. My 'real' eyebrows each had a big gap in them and were thin and mismatched.
I had to draw my brows every time before leaving home. Maria did a great job and I am so happy to roll
out of bed with great brows now. She was even patient when my baby cried the whole time and didn't
stop until they were just right. My mom begged me not to have my eyebrows tattooed because they would
'look fake' but I had them done and never told her and she never noticed! It just looks like I have good
eyebrows!”

No Makeup To Permanent Make Up by noway N
04/26/2008
“I seldom used makeup due to allergies. Upon hearing fantastic comments about Lasting Looks, I decided
to give it a try. And am I ever glad I did. I had eyeliner and brows done more than a year ago. Every day I
have the look of having freshly applied eye makeup without doing a thing. And no eye irritation at all.
When I next visit Denver, I'm going to have eye shadow and lip liner done. My friends and family couldn't
believe that it was permanent at first. I think they'd all like to make a visit to Denver now.”

Completely Satisfied by PES
04/25/2008
“Unlike most businesses, Lasting Looks strives for 100% customer satisfaction. However, unlike the
average cutthroat sales person, Maria actually delivers. Prior to my eyebrow tattoo procedure at Lasting
Looks, I have been to several other permanent makeup artists. I have been in search of one that could
give me the shade of brown that I desired. But at the end of each visit I was only left with some disastrous
color that could hardly be called brown. Maria soon fixed that problem. She really took the time to listen to
what I wanted, and in the end I left perfectly satisfied.”

Permanent Eyeliner by Lisa GB
04/07/2008
“I had permanent eye liner tattooed by Maria at Lasting Looks. Though I'm a big baby and have difficulty
with pain, tearing, and needing to blow my nose a million times during the process, the results were
excellent. Maria provides any follow-up procedures in order to get the tattoos to your liking without extra
charges. I'm allergic to eye makeup so this was a good alternative for me. Since I'm blonde, Maria also
tinted my brows and lashes. The options that Maria has offered are far better than doing without or
exposing myself to allergens.”

Excellent by Keyes
03/23/2008

“Maria has applied permanent eyeliner on me twice and I would highly recommend her service. She is
very professional and careful not only to have a clean environment and sterile instruments, but in making
sure you are comfortable. She is very knowledgeable in her profession.”

Love My Eyebrows amd Eyeliner by Mmartinez
03/19/2008
“I'm a repeat customer and plan to return again for more. Maria is definitely an artist!”

Eyeliner by abbypie
03/15/2008
“For those of you who are searching for a professional to apply your permanent makeup, look no further
than Maria Morton. She is the best. After doing my research, I chose Maria and I am so pleased with the
results of her labors. My eyes were lost without makeup. Maria explains every step of the procedure. She
will discuss your wants and advise you properly for the best result. She will choose the correct color for
you. Her lines are perfect. I love my eyeliner. I am so pleased I found Maria I have seen the works of
others and there is no comparison. I am a very happy client.”

Alexandra45
02/24/2008
“Ms. Morton is a perfectionist. My eyebrows and eyeliner are absolutely perfect, applied better than I
could ever do on my best day! The eyeliner is thick (as requested), the eyebrow color is a perfect match
to my eyebrows. Very few permanent makeup people have the artistic eye, patience, and willingness to
do the job with the perfection, skill, and willingness to do exactly what the client wants. I no longer have to
painstakingly apply eyeliner or eyebrow pencil. It’s amazing to have perfect eyebrows and eyeliner, every
minute of every day. It cuts down my prep time to get out the door significantly. Because the eyeliner and
eyebrows are so perfect, I actually feel confident wearing less of the other forms of makeup because my
eyes are so stunning. The effect is amazing and Maria is the artist behind it.”

